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Grieving parents call for scans after rugby collisions
Player, 22, complained of
headache then collapsed
Family in plea for checks
following all head injuries
Steven Morris
A young rugby player collapsed and died
after a minor collision with an opponent
during a practice match, an inquest in
Exeter has been told.
Lily Partridge, 22, complained of a headache and left the pitch, then went into
cardiac arrest. A scan revealed she had a
blood clot between her brain and her skull,
and she did not regain consciousness.
The inquest found Partridge’s death
had been an accident. After the hearing
her parents, Jeff and Liz Partridge, said she
had had previous concussions and called
for rugby players who sustained head
injuries to routinely receive brain scans.
They said: “Lily loved playing rugby

Lily Partridge, pictured at the 2015 World Cup, collapsed after ‘minor contact’ with
an opponent during a practice match Photograph: Irving of Exeter

and her dream was to represent Devon.
She was the victim of a tragic accident. No
one is to blame for what happened to her.
“Rugby is a hard game and Lily took all
the precautions to protect herself when
playing. She had suffered a couple of concussions earlier in the year but had seen
her GP and had followed the RFU protocols in taking time off not playing.
“A brain scan may have spotted any
weakness caused by those head injuries.
If we had known that her life may be in
danger by playing rugby again, obviously
she would have stopped immediately.
“Lily wore all the right gear when she
played – the scrum-cap, mouth guard and
so on – but that wasn’t enough to save her.
“In her final match she felt dizzy and
came off the pitch feeling unwell after a
minor contact with another player. But
she collapsed on the sidelines and never
recovered. We would like to see all players
at every level of the game – male, female,
young or old – receive proper medical
treatment for head injuries which would
include scans. There are many thousands
of girls and women playing rugby and Lily,
like us, wants that to continue.”
Their daughter, who worked as a zoo
keeper, was a founder member of the Exonian Ladies team based at Topsham RFC.
Her team captain, Katie Lunnon, witnessed her teammate and friend’s collapse in December 2015 – although no one
had seen the collision with the opponent.
She told the inquest that they ended the
training session with a seven-a-side game
with tackling but uncontested scrums.
Lunnon said: “I did see Lily involved
in tackles but she didn’t appear to have
any after-effects at that time. However, a

couple of minutes later she was preparing
to be part of an uncontested scrum, then
I saw her walking towards the touchline
and come off the pitch. I went over to see if
Lily was OK. She said that she had a bit of a
headache. I didn’t really think anything of
it as it was very cold and we were soaked
through.”
Partridge then passed out and coaches
trained in first aid started to give her CPR.
Consultant radiologist Dr Michael
Thomas told the hearing that Partridge
had died from an acute bleed as a result
of a trauma. He said two previous concussions suffered while playing rugby were
not connected to her death and a scan

‘If we had known her
life may be in danger
by playing rugby, she
would have stopped’
showed that the blood clot and bleed had
occurred just hours before.
Dr Rebecca Appelboam, consultant in
intensive care at the Royal Devon and Exeter hospital, where Partridge was flown by
air ambulance, said: “The scan of her head
demonstrated a blood clot.”
Stephanie Wilson, a lawyer representing the Rugby Football Union and Topsham RFC, said: “Before Miss Partridge
joined the scrum she mentioned to the
referee that she had a headache.
“The referee asked if she was OK and
if she had hit her head and Miss Partridge
said that she was fine and she had knocked
her head earlier.”

Anger at suspended prison
term in animal cruelty case
Steven Morris
Animal rights activists have criticised
a decision not to jail a farm apprentice
whom they secretly filmed hitting, throwing and stamping on newborn calves at a
Somerset farm.
Owen Nichol, 18, who attacked the
calves and a cow at Pyrland Farm in Taunton, was given a 12-week prison sentence,
suspended for one year, and 150 hours of
unpaid work by the town’s magistrates.
Nichol was caught on film by Animal
Equality after a tipoff from a neighbour
about what was happening at the farm.
During a four-minute clip, Nichol is seen
kicking a cow who has just given birth,
slapping her and slamming a gate on her.
He throws her calf six times, kicks its body
and face and slaps it. He then kicks and
stamps on another calf seven times.
The teenager, who was dismissed as
soon as the footage was released, told
RSPCA investigators: “I just flipped.” He
admitted two charges of causing unnecessary suffering to the animals. Peter Reed,
chair of the bench, told Nichol: “Your
behaviour in the incident was absolutely
unacceptable. The offence was deliberate,
it was sustained.”
Reed said the offences passed the custody threshold, but Nichol would be given
a suspended sentence because of his age,

lack of previous convictions and circumstances at the time. “You were working
under pressure, you were working beyond
your capabilities” Reed said. Nichol’s
grandmother had been in hospital, he had
split up with his girlfriend and he had had
little sleep because he had been also working for his father, the court heard.
Dr Toni Shephard, Animal Equality’s
UK director, expressed concern at the
sentence. He said: “We are extremely disappointed that this dairy farm worker has
Owen Nichol, 18,
was caught on film
kicking a cow who had
just given birth and
throwing her calf. He
told inspectors that
he had ‘just flipped’
not been sent to prison for the disgusting
attacks on vulnerable cows and calves
revealed by our investigation. Anything
less than a custodial sentence is a wholly
inadequate punishment for these disturbing acts of cruelty.”
In a report for the RSPCA, Andrew
Biggs, a past president of the British Cattle Veterinary Association, said: “This is
the worst example of abusive behaviour
I have seen in the 35 years I have been a
veterinary surgeon.”

Multi-legged fossil with pincers
changes science’s view of crabs
Nicola Davis
A fossilised ancient creature boasting
huge pincers resembling can-openers, a
hinged two-piece shell and more than 50
pairs of legs has been discovered, shedding light on the evolutionary past of a
huge and diverse group of animals.
Researchers say the creature, thought
to have lived about 507 million years
ago during the Cambrian period, offers
insights into the early body plan of
mandibulates – a group encompassing
creatures including millipedes, crabs and
insects. The group takes its name from the
presence of mouth parts known as mandibles, which the animals used to help eat
food. The sturdy-looking creature was
about 10cm long and would have walked
on the sea floor.
Previously discovered fossils of similar
creatures with two-part shells had lacked
details around the head, including evidence of mandibles. Such fossilised animals had been proposed to be early forms
of a category of creatures known as “true

arthropods”. This category includes both
mandibulates and other invertebrates,
including spiders and the extinct marine
creatures called trilobites.
But the new discovery, published in
the journal Nature, squashes that idea,
suggesting that rather than occurring at
the base of the true arthropod family tree,
these creatures instead evolved later and
are in fact early mandibulates. Unearthed
near Marble Canyon in the Canadian Rockies, the creature has been named Tokummia katalepsis – a nod to the Tokumm
Creek that is surrounded by the Marble
Canyon and the Greek word for grasping.
Graham Budd, professor of palaeobiology at Uppsala University in Sweden,
cautiously welcomed the discovery. “If it
is true, [this shows] that a large number
of quite important fossils from the Cambrian are actually all close relatives of the
modern-day crustaceans and insects,” he
said. “This is very significant because for
the first time it allows us to really understand the origins of this really important
group of organisms.”

